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AT A GLANCE
HOUSE PANEL'S
MEMBERS
GRILL TWITTER
OFFICIALS ON
MAP ROW

NEW DELHI: A Joint
Committee of Parliament
on Wednesday grilled four
representatives of Twitter
for around two hours on
the map row after they
appeared before the
panel. Opposition members led the charge as
the BJP MP Meenakshi
Lekhi-led panel questioned the social media
platform's representatives
as to why Ladakh was
shown as a part of the
People's Republic of
China. The committee
members were not satisfied with the explanation
given by Twitter representatives that included
Shagufta Kamran and
Pallavi Walia, sources
said. Earlier, taking a
strong exception to the
"misrepresentation" of
India's map, the government wrote a stern letter
to the Twitter CEO, saying
that any attempt by the
platform to disrespect the
sovereignty and integrity
of India, which is also
reflected by the maps,
was totally unacceptable.
The joint committee has
20 members from the Lok
Sabha and 10 from the
Rajya Sabha.

DELHI GOVT'S
ANTI-POLLUTION
CAMPAIGN
FROM NOV 2
NEW DELHI: The Delhi
government is all set to
launch the 'Red Light On,
Gaadi Off' campaign in all
the 272 wards here from
November 2 in a move to
reduce pollution in the
national capital. Motivating
residents to participate in
the campaign, Delhi
Environment Minister
Gopal Rai on Wednesday
urged people to prompt
five of their peers, friends
or acquaintances to play
their part in reducing
city's pollution by switching their vehicles off while
waiting at the traffic signals. Announcing that the
campaign will be launched
in all the 272 wards in
Delhi from November 2,
the minister said the campaign can reduce around
15-20 per cent pollution in
Delhi. While participating
in the campaign near
Delhi Gate near Darya
Ganj in Central Delhi, Rai
said the Delhi government
has deployed environment
marshals at all traffic signal crossings across Delhi.
"We are witnessing more
and more public support
towards the campaign of
the Delhi government.
This campaign is running
in all 70 constituencies in
Delhi."

Be wary of Chinese intent and actions,
Rajnath tells army commanders
SUMIT KUMAR SINGH
NEW
DELHI:
Defence
Minister Rajnath Singh on
Wednesday cautioned Army
commanders to be wary of
Chinese actions at disputed
borders and their intent during military talks.
The minister said this
while addressing the 'Army
Commanders Conference,'
an apex biannual event that
formulates important policy
decisions through collegiate
deliberations.
Border tensions with
China at the Line of Actual
Control are the main focus of
deliberations in this year's
four-day conference.
Sources privy to the minister's address said Singh
pointed out that talks should
be held honestly and in an
atmosphere of trust to reach

a solution. The defence minister also hinted that there
has been a trust deficit since
Chinese intent has been
questionable.
In the meantime, Singh
said on social media:
"Addressed
the
Army
Commanders' Conference in
New Delhi today. I'm
extremely proud of the initiatives undertaken by the
Indian Army in the current
security environment."
He also said that the
Ministry of Defence is committed to facilitate the Army
in their forward movement
on the road to reforms and
help them in achieving
advantages in all areas.
Talking about empowering the force, Singh tweeted,
"We will leave no stone
unturned to strengthen the
arms of our Armed forces."

He expressed his confidence in the force and said
that he is extremely proud of
the initiatives undertaken by
the Indian Army in the current security environment.
"The Indian Army has
been successful in addressing several challenges to the
security and sovereignty of

this
country
since
Independence," Singh said.
"Be it the problem of terrorism, insurgency or any
external attack, the Army
has played a significant role
in
neutralising
those
threats," added the minister.
On Tuesday, during the
two plus two Indo-US minis-

terial dialogue, Singh had
said that India was challenged by Chinese "reckless
aggression" on northern
borders.
Singh
had
said,
"Excellencies, in the area of
defence we are challenged
by reckless aggression on
our northern borders."
Singh talked about China as
the US department of State
read out of the opening
statements of all the dignitaries of US-India 2+2
Ministerial Dialogue.
India and China have
been engaged in a sixmonth-long standoff at the
Line of Actual Control in
Eastern Ladakh.
Both the countries had
seven military commanderlevel meetings, however, the
border issue remains unresolved.

Prime Minister Narendra Modi and Nitish Kumar wave to their supporters as they address an election rally ahead of the second
phase of Bihar assembly elections in Darbhanga on Wednesday.
(ANI Photo)

Can't compete with PM in
speaking lies: Rahul Gandhi
WEST
CHAMPARAN
(BIHAR): Congress leader
Rahul Gandhi on Wednesday
alleged that the motive of
demonetisation and lockdown was to destroy small
farmers, businesses and
labourers and took a jibe at
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi stating that he can't
compete with him in speaking lies.
Addressing a rally in
Balmiki Nagar, the Congress
leader said that now the
Prime Minister does not say
in speeches that he will give
jobs to two crore youth. "He
knows he was lying and people also know it. I guarantee,
if Prime Minister comes here
and says he will give two
crore jobs, the crowd will
chase him away. Congress
gave direction to the country.
We gave MNREGA, waived off
farmers' loans," he said.
"We know how to run the
country, stand with farmers
and generate employment,
but yes, we do lack one thing
- we don't know how to lie.
We cannot compete with him
(PM) at speaking lies... I want
to see a day when people
come to Patna in search of
jobs," he added.
The former Congress chief

accused the government of
favouring big industrialists.
"The motive of demonetisation and lockdown was the
same. It was aimed at
destroying small farmers,
labourers, small businesses,
traders and labourers," he
alleged.
"You deposited your
money in the bank after
demonetisation. Using your
money, Modi waived Rs
3,50,000 crore loan of India's
biggest industrialists. In the
lockdown, he did the same
and waived their loans and
give them a tax rebate," he
added.
Continuing his tirade, he
said that it is a reality that
youth can't get jobs in Bihar.

"You can't jobs in Bihar.
This is reality. There is no
problem with farmers and
youth of the state. There is a
problem with your CM Nitish
Kumar and PM. They don't
tell you the truth. Modi promised 2 crore jobs every year,"
he said.
"You have seen lakhs of
Bihar labourers returned to
the state during the lockdown. This is election time,
you should not forget that.
There was no bus and railways. Modi forced you to
cover the journey on foot...
On Dusshera, Modi's effigies
were burnt in Punjab. I feel
pained. But farmers and
youth have anger against
him," he added.

ADDRESSING A RALLY IN
BALMIKI NAGAR, THE
CONGRESS LEADER SAID
THAT NOW THE PRIME
MINISTER DOES NOT SAY IN
SPEECHES THAT HE WILL
GIVE JOBS TO TWO CRORE
YOUTH. "HE KNOWS HE WAS
LYING AND PEOPLE ALSO
KNOW IT. I GUARANTEE, IF
PRIME MINISTER COMES
HERE AND SAYS HE WILL
GIVE TWO CRORE JOBS, THE
CROWD WILL CHASE HIM
AWAY. CONGRESS GAVE
DIRECTION TO THE COUNTRY. WE GAVE MNREGA,
WAIVED OFF FARMERS'
LOANS," HE SAID. "WE
KNOW HOW TO RUN THE
COUNTRY, STAND WITH
FARMERS AND GENERATE
EMPLOYMENT, BUT YES, WE
DO LACK ONE THING - WE
DON'T KNOW.

Voting began on 71 constituencies spread across 16
districts in the first phase of
Bihar Assembly elections on
Wednesday at 7 am. Polling
for the second phase to take
place on November 3 and for
the third phase on November
7.
The results will be
declared followed by counting of votes on November 10.

Products made in UP pose big
challenges for China
LUCKNOW: Demand for
local products of Uttar
Pradesh has started
increasing in the market.
The Yogi Adityanath government's move on the path
of 'Local for Vocal' and
'Self-reliant India' has
proved to be a challenge for
Chinese products ahaed of
Diwali.
Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath has opened a
new path of economic
progress for the businessmen of his state with the
'One District One Product'
scheme, as the products
made in the home state are
trending not only in the
country but also abroad.
Business of about 1,500
people has gained new
momentum in Gorakhpur
division's Deoria district.

These products are getting
a chance to be presented on
a national-international
forums under ODOP.
Pooja Shahi and Vivek
Singh are among the thousands of people working
under ODOP in Deoria district. Shahi, who started a
small handicraft job with
her mother and aunt in
2008, is now employing 400
women at Pooja Shahi
Enterprises.
Today, 5,000 women are
part of their team after
joining ODOP. From virtual
fair to online platform, their
products are making a big
impact in the country and
abroad.
As Deoria is focusing on
handicraft, there are 1,500
artisans working in 150
units in the districts. For

the district, with a 50 per
cent surge, the turnover
has increased to Rs 1.5
crore which was Rs 1 crore
last year.
Apart from other states,
including Bihar, West
Bengal, Lucknow, Varanasi
and Delhi, products made
in Deoria are being exported to Singapore and the US
as well. Since the inception
of ODOP, there has been a
revenue of Rs 2.5 crore
from its products.
Shahi said that the
handicraft work was recognised when the state government included it in the
ODOP on January 24, 2018.
I got a loan of Rs 5 lakh
under ODOP from the state
government. Earlier, I used
to prepare only about 50
pieces in a day.

Revolt in
Behenji's camp, 5
BSP MLAs join SP
LUCKNOW: In an unprecedented development, five
legislators of Bahujan
Samaj Party have withdrawn their support to the
BSP's official candidate,
Ramji Gautam, for the
Rajya Sabha biennial elections.
The five legislators
informed the returning officers that their signatures as
proposers for Gautam were
forged.
Immediately
after
informing the returning
officer, the five legislators - Aslam Chaudhary, Aslam
Raini, Muztaba Siddiqui,
Hakam Lal Bind and Govind
Jatav -- went straight to the
Samajwadi Party office to
meet Samajwadi Party
president Akhilesh Yadav.
This is the first time that
the BSP has faced such a
major setback, and that
too, from her 2019 ally, the
Samajwadi Party.
The dramatic development that rocked political
equations on Wednesday is
bound to cast its shadow on
the 2022 Uttar Pradesh
Assembly elections.
On
Tuesday,
an
Independent
candidate,
Prakash Bajaj, supported
by Samajwadi Party, had
filed his nomination papers,
giving a clear indication of
the events of Wednesday.
BSP MLA Uma Shankar

Singh has alleged that the
five legislators who had
rebelled against the party
were being given 'benefits'
of a money-bag and to stop
Dalit leader Ramji Gautam,
from going to Rajya Sabha.
The Bahujan Samaj
Party (BSP) has a tendency
to split at regular intervals
and the revolt of five MLAs
on Wednesday is the fourth
in the series.
The first split in the BSP
took place in June 1995,
hours after the infamous
state guesthouse incident
where BSP MLAs were
allegedly locked inside by
Samajwadi Party (SP) leaders for almost 30 hours.
Though the incident led
to the dismissal of the then
Mulayam Singh government with its ally, BSP,
withdrawing support, it
also marked the first split
in the BSP since its formation in 1984.
The party lost founding
members like Raj Bahadur
in this split. The BSP again
witnessed a major split in
October
1997
when
Mayawati withdrew support from the Kalyan Singh
government.
The BJP-BSP government had been formed on a
rotational basis with each
party having the Chief
Minister's post for six
months.

NIA carries out searches at 11
locations in J&K, Bengaluru
NEW DELHI: The National
Investigation Agency (NIA) on
Wednesday
carried
out
searches at 11 locations in
Jammu & Kashmir and
Karnataka, including the residence of activist Khurram
Parvez, in connection with its
probe into a case pertaining to
so-called NGOs and trusts rais-

ing funds in India and abroad
in the name of charitable
activities and then using those
funds for carrying out secessionist and separatist activities
in J&K. An NIA spokesperson
here said that the anti-terror
probe agency carried out
searches at 10 locations in
Srinagar and Bandipora in

J&K and one location in
Bengaluru. The official said
that searches were carried out
at the residential and office
premises of Khurram Parvez,
who is co-ordinator of J&K
Coalition of Civil Society, his
associates Parvez Ahmad
Bukhari, Parvez Ahmad Matta
and Bengaluru-based.

